
IN LIVING 
COLOR 

“With color one obtains an 
energy that seems to stem 
from witchcraft,” once said the 

impressionist artist Henri Matisse. It is no 
secret that colors send a message, every 
subtle change in undertone, saturation or 
depth shifting what is said. 

Combining a collection of shades can 
create entire realms tied to specific moods 
or experiences — what textile and product 
designer Lori Weitzner has dubbed “color 
worlds.” And forget witchcraft: purposefully 
bringing such a palette into your life can 
give a boost in areas that could use a 
change of color.  

“It’s really how these colors will make us 
feel, specifically in a space,” Ms. Weitzner, 
principal of Lori Weitzner Design Inc. in 
New York and author of Ode to Color: 
The Ten Essential Palettes for Living and 
Design, says. “We can understand how to 
communicate through color, and to use it 
to work for us and with us.”

GARDEN PARTY
Playful, joyful, magical

If every hue has its own 
emotional and cultural meaning, 
a thoughtful palette can become 
a whole world of color to live in
By LISA KLEIN

A “Garden Party” 
palette used by 
designer Timothy 
Corrigan brings 
playfulness to a room
Photo © Eric Piasecki/OTTO 
for Timothy Corrigan, 
courtesy of Harper Design

Textile and product 
designer Lori Weitzner
Photo by Nina Nelson 
Photography

Ode to Color: 
The Ten Essential 
Palettes for Living 
and Design by Lori 
Weitzner with Dorothy 
Mitchell, published by 
Harper Design
Image courtesy of 
Harper Design
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ALCHEMY
Creative, inspiring, enlightening  
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EARTHLY
Passionate, provocative, following dreams



Trigger figure
Starting off as a painter before pivoting 

to textile design, Ms. Weitzner always had 
a good sense of color and composition. But 
years of making new fabrics, wallcoverings, 
passementerie and other items brought the 
stories those colors told to the forefront. 

Consequently, she now has 36 color 
drawers in her studio filled with yarns and 
swatches, six for reds alone, the character 
and impact of each never lost.

“I realized that color was actually my first 
language, before English, if that makes any 
sense,” Ms. Weitzner says. “It’s the first thing 
I think about all the time.”

While most do not consider color with 
the clarity that Ms. Weitzner does, every 
hue that crosses an individual’s vision has 
a subconscious effect — a memory trigger, 
a cultural touchstone or an emotional tap.

The ties between color and emotion 
have been observed throughout history, from 
the ancient Egyptians and Chinese to Swiss 
psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung’s theories in 
the 1900s to modern psychological studies 
on the subject. Orange is energetic, yellow 
optimistic, blue calming and red passionate. 

Then there are cultural associations — 
red is often seen as a warning, purple is 
synonymous with royalty, green represents 
nature, black a symbol of mourning. 

Each individual also color coordinates 
his or her own experiences. Much like 
the way scents are known to bring back 
memories, different hues can summon the 
past for each person. 

Perhaps red reminds one person of 
a peaceful childhood trip to the apple 
orchard, another of a crimson-painted room 
that was the scene of a spectacular fight.  

“What I actually think it is, is 
synesthesia,” Ms. Weitzner posits. “You 
experience something with all the senses 
working at the same time.”

Synesthesia is a condition in which 
senses are combined — someone may 
taste mint when she sees a certain color, 
see specific colors with every song she 
hears or hear a different sound with each 
food she eats. 

Mozart, a famous synesthete, saw colors 
that corresponded to different keys of music. 

In adults, synesthesia is thought to be 
caused by extra neural connections in the 
brain. It is believed, and is beginning to 
be shown by studies, that all infants have 
synesthesia for the first few months of life, 
as the brain undergoes a “pruning” of neural 
pathways until about age two, eventually 
separating and focusing each of the senses, 
among other brain functions. 

“That crossover is what I think we all want 
to try and get back to,” Ms. Weitzner says. 

Designer Kate Hume’s use of an 
“Earthly” palette adds a warm, 
dreamy quality to the room
Photo © Frans van der Heijden/Kate 
Hume, courtesy of Harper Design 

A dining room in the “Alchemy” 
palette by Marc-Michaels 
Interior Design inspires creativity
Photo © Photography by Edward Butera/
IBI Designs Inc., courtesy of Marc-
Michaels Interior Design/Harper Design

A bedroom in the “Waterside” 
palette, designed by Ike 
Kligerman Barkley, gives 
grounding vibes
Photo © William Waldron for 
Ike Kligerman Barkley, courtesy of 
Harper Design
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NIGHT SHADOWS
Serious, introspective, mysterious

SILVERLIGHT
Innovative, experimental, forward-looking

WATERSIDE
Grounding, steady, dependable

“It’s not just about the colors, 
but about what they represent” 

— LORI WEITZNER, PRODUCT DESIGNER AND AUTHOR, ODE TO COLOR
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